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In [4] we obtained a formula which represents the completeness of complex Lie groups, and in [3] we generalized it to some types of homogeneous spaces of complex Lie groups. The purpose of the present short note is to give a proof of the generalized formula without the assumption in [3] . 
where 7r(f) c = 7r(f) + Ŵ e define the cohomological dimension of a complex space X (denoted by cd (-X")) as follows: 
Since G/K C is affine, cd(G/H) = cd(G/K°XK c /H) = cd(K c /H), and c(G/H) = c(G/K c XK c /H) = c(K c /H). As for the index ft we have easily $(G/H} = $(K C /H\ Thus we have only to prove cd(K c /H) = c(K c /H) = @(K C /H). Now we assume a(G)
=
ZH/H-+G/H-+G/ZH.

This implies 0(G/H)
according to [5] . Q.E.D.
Remark. The indices a and 0 are well defined only for a fixed representation G/H of some homogeneous space X. The author doesn't know whether they are defined for X independent of the choice of the pair (G,H).
